ColorJoint
ColorJoint has excellent bond
strength giving instant grip
without support. Perfect to secure
upstands and backsplashes.
It is an excellent gap or joint filler
as it has very little shrinkage and
is UV stable. It is tough to touch
which means it lasts longer in the
joint and does not pick up dirt
like silicone. It also has no static
charge to attract dust. Open time
is 10 – 15 minutes giving longer
to tighten and level the worktop.
ColorJoint is fast cure even at
low temperatures, this means
worktops and panels are ready to
use in 15 hours.
ColorJoint is easy to apply in all
conditions and even bonds to
humid surfaces.
ColorJoint is environmentally
friendly. It contains no solvents or
other hazardous materials. This
means there is no smell or fumes.

Features & Benefits
ColorJoint is a New Colour
Matched Adhesive and Sealant
for worktop joints, backsplashes
& upstands. Use also for fixing
undermounted sinks, sealing sink
cut outs, cut ends and where raw
chipboard is exposed.
ColorJoint is latest generation,
high performance Toughened
Polymer Technology. It is a Super
Strength Formula, Tougher and
Faster Cure.
ColorJoint adheres to a variety of
surfaces – Laminate, Quartz,
Stainless Steel, Glass and many
more.
ColorJoint is colour matched to
the worktop/backsplash to give a
seamless finish. It is available in
four sizes – 290ml, 150ml, 45ml
and 20g. There are 10 standard
colours in stock and special
batches of any colour can be
made to order.

ColorJoint has a 12 month shelf
life (unopened).
Directions for use
Ensure area to be sealed is dry and
free from dust and grease.
For Bonding Applications: Apply
ColorJoint in beads or dots on one
surface, press together and leave to
cure. For Mitred worktop Joints apply
a bead around the leading edge of the
joint to both the bottom and top of the
exposed core taking care to ensure
adequate sealant around the front and
back edges and bolt slots. Quickly
close the joint and allow excess
sealant to squeeze out of the joint,
align the two sides and tighten the
bolts fully. The excess sealant should
be removed with a spatula.
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For Sealing Applications: Apply an
even bead of ColorJoint along the
area to be finished and smooth using
a smoothing tool or soft scraper.
Clean up with soapy solution before
skin formation.
Replace cap after use. Allow to cure
for 15 hours before use.
Retailer Opportunity
ColorJoint can be sold with
all worktop and backsplash
installations.
As ColorJoint has excellent
grab and gap filling properties
it is much more suitable for
Backsplashes and Upstands than
regular silicone.
Supplying ColorJoint means
only one product is required by
the kitchen fitter for complete
installation.
With over 100 colours there is one
to match every worktop colour.
Join the ColorJoint evolution and
make the switch to the latest
coloured, high performance,
lowest VOC adhesive and sealant
on the market. Manufactured by
the colour specialists.

